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A fleet business may start its operations with whatever available internal resources and infrastructure it has, be it a few staff, a handful of vehicles and even a small office.


However, when business starts rolling and operations increase, more assets will be acquired. Now managing these new vehicles every year may be an overwhelming job even for the most experienced operations manager. 

That's when enlisting the services of a Fleet Management Company (FMC)  becomes necessary. Working with the best fleet management company can relieve you of the day-to-day administrative responsibilities of managing your fleet, which can be cumbersome.
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This further allows your employees to focus their time and attention on the vital mission of serving your customers. Today, let's explore the most crucial factors to consider when researching a fleet management partner.

1. Efficiency In Management

The best fleet management partner should be able to manage and maintain your fleet efficiently. Thanks to technology and innovation, this is very much possible since fleet managers now employ fleet management software.

These tools are essential as they help prevent vehicle breakdowns, track driver behavior, keep track of mileage and organize vehicles in the proper schedule. This further helps you cut down on operational costs, as you'll be able to foresee blind spots on specific routes, detect faults in vehicles and prevent unnecessary mishaps and repairs.

2. Knowledge And Expertise

As a fleet service company, you'll be working with different types of vehicles with additional capabilities. While looking for the ideal fleet management company, consider their experience and expertise in dealing with different types of vehicles.

Additionally, consider all the fleet management services you'll need for each vehicle in your inventory. If your ideal fleet management partner has what it takes to deliver these services to expectations, well and good. If not, don't settle for less.

3. Experience

Fleet services is a delicate business. A small mistake and you might find yourself on the wrong side of the law, and if it comes with a lawsuit, it can spell big problems for you. Whether you are a seasoned industry player or just a startup, you need a reliable partner who'll help you maneuver through the dangerous world of fleet business. That's why experience is an essential factor that you should never ignore. How long a fleet management partner has been in business determines how effectively, legally, professionally, and efficiently they'll manage your business. 

Working with a partner that employs the best technology and best industry practices will benefit your business in remarkable ways. You want a partner that can effectively handle crises, deal with day-to-day problems, and offer professional insights on how to face specific challenges. In other words, you want a partner whom you can learn from and grow together with, so look out for how long they have been in business and their success story.

4. Customer Service And Compliance

Communication plays a crucial role in the success of any business. Your relationship with your business partner depends on how well you relate with one another and how you communicate. If their communication is wanting such that you also experience a hard time delivering or receiving crucial information, updates, inquiries, etc., it means that the situation will not be any different with customers. 

Communication and availability are essential for quick emergency response, updates and correspondence between your team and your partner's team. Go for an FMC that has reliable communication channels and infrastructure. 

Finally, the fleet service business is one of the most regulated industries, and these regulations are constantly being changed and updated. As such, it can be challenging to catch up. Pick a partner who can take that burden off your hands.

5. Employee Wellbeing And Driver Safety

According to a recent study, driver safety is a significant concern for most fleet managers. That's why most want a partner who considers driver safety a top priority. As such, your ideal partner should employ a data-driven approach to ensure the safety of drivers is well maintained. 

They should also use the same approach to monitor driver behavior and conduct safety policies, and review driver performance. Finally, bear in mind that finding the right fleet management partner that meets your requirements and fits into your budget can take time. However, conducting proper research can help you settle on the best management services for your fleet business.

Here at Wilmar, Inc, we can help you if you need assistance with your fleet management services. We provide fleet management solutions that are customized to meet each client's specific needs and business goals. We are also one of the leading fleet management companies in the Southeast that specialize in vehicle leasing. Contact us today, and let's see which one of our services best suits your needs.
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YOUR QUEST FOR DEPENDABLE FLEET MANAGEMENT ENDS WITH WILMAR...

Stay up-to-date with the latest tips and trends and fleet-related topics to help you keep your business running at the top of its game and driving your fleet forward!

Wilmar Is Always Working In Your Best Interest: The W.I.Y.B.I Promise
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            Wilmar eliminates a lot of headaches ... they take the pressure oﬀ so we can do what we do best. With our clean cars and Wilmar’s expertise, we always get more money than we expect at the end of a lease.

Carl Howard President, Auto Bell Car Wash
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Wilmar’s incredible. They care only about our needs ... delivering and maintaining the perfect vehicles for the job. I trust them. And when there’s a problem I make one phone call. Problem solved.



Kyle Hilliard Controller, Assa Abloy 
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            We have a fleet of nearly 100 vehicles hitting the road every day. And every hour we spend worrying about acquiring, upfitting and maintaining these vehicles is an hour spent not doing what we do best. I leave it to the experts.

Trent Haston President/CEO, Roby Family of Companies 
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            "One of the best decisions we made in the past year was to partner with Wilmar. They are a one-stop shop that professionally handles all of our requests in a very timely fashion. They make it easy for us to meet our customer demands."

Michael Griffin CFO / IT Director, ETAK Systems LLC
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            The comprehensive solutions Wilmar provides their clients results in significant cost savings and efficiencies that their clients enjoy. Unlike national firms, Scott and his team are life-long residents of the Charlotte, NC area. Having this ability to provide service continuity is a hallmark of Wilmar.

Dan Ewald President Ewald Fleet Solutions
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            Scott is great to work with. His knowledge of the leasing industry and his honest approach is valuable to those who want to better understand auto lease options. I highly recommend Scott and his team for any vehicle leasing needs.

Ward Norris Strategic Account Manager, NC/SC Future Lighting Solutions
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            "We wanted to thank you all for your commitment to customer service! Our salesman Barry is spot on with details and deliveries on new vehicles and Delice is great to work with on Tag and Titles.  Your business partners have delivered good results for us as well. We have had positive experiences using Carolina Upfitters for customized vehicle solutions and your maintenance partner LeasePlan/Network has proven to be a valuable resource for our fleet maintenance needs. Thank you for your dedication to providing professional fleet services that keep our business moving forward, keep up the good work!

Debbie Nayman Fleet Administrator, The Hoffman Companies
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            "The Wilmar team does something that is almost a forgotten attribute in today's world, they put their customers' needs and service first regardless if it's one vehicle or one hundred. "

Larry Williams Supply Chain Director,  Biscuitville Fresh Southern
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            "Wilmar has been a wonderful partner for us. I had originally decided to handle our small fleet by myself. I quickly determined that I did not have the expertise. Todd Jones came in and saved us significant time and savings. I had not understood the size and scope of the Company. We are grateful for what they do for us. Makes my life so much easier. "

Bill Wentz CFO, J. R. Cole Industries, Inc.

        


            

        


    

    






































Headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina, Wilmar is the Southeast’s largest independent fleet leasing and management company.
Our mission is to deliver customized fleet solutions that help our clients operate their businesses more efficiently.

Wilmar, Inc. | 3336 Washburn Ave. | Charlotte, NC 28205 | 1-800-488-8451
Copyright © 2023 Wilmar Inc.  Managed by RiseFuel




































	


	


	


















































    




    








    



  



























 
 
 


    
    

